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“Hi, I’m Charlotte and I live with my husband, two children and too many pets in a
138-year-old double fronted Victorian house on the south coast of England.
My style is quite classic and traditional and I like to be sympathetic to the beautiful
original features of our home.
When I was looking to update our kitchen, I decided to paint the wood kitchen
units in Ammonite, a soft understated grey colour by Farrow and Ball, before
turning my attention to choosing the perfect floor. I wanted a flooring that was as
versatile as possible.
I must have looked at every sample possible but eventually I decided on Greige
Oak from the Van Gogh collection, which I think is the perfect mix of grey meets
beige. It looks different depending on the light and I’d say it’s more of a grey but
without being too cold.
I discovered that Greige Oak comes in both gluedown and rigid core formats.
We loved the idea of laying the full-length planks in a herringbone laying pattern
rather than straight and so opted for the gluedown option. I think this adds a bit
more character and personality.
Herringbone is very ‘on trend’ at the moment and I usually tend to stay away from
committing to current styles especially when investing in something that’s going
to be down for so long, but it’s totally timeless. I think a floor needn’t just be a
floor, it can add pattern and texture too.
It’s super easy to keep clean, scratch and scuff resistant and as it’s textured like
real wood even my old boy pug who has arthritis hasn’t struggled with slipping
or balance. It also comes with a lifetime guarantee, so you know it’s super
hardwearing.
Now that the space is complete, we are so happy with it. The flooring has made
such a difference to the entire look and feel of the room. I can’t believe how
pretty it looks as well as being so practical for our busy family.”

Meet the home designer
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“With three dogs who love nothing more than a muddy walk, fitting
Karndean has been the best thing we’ve done.” shares Charlotte.

Read the full story on our blog
Visit karndean.com/charlotteshomestyle

Greige Oak combines the beauty of a
classic French oak design with a palette
that is suited to a wide range of interiors.

Feeling inspired?
Charlotte recommends
If you’re looking to create a similar style, here are the
five products our home designer recommends for you.
Why not order free chip samples to get your moodboard
started at home?

Our brochure
With our complete range of wood, stone and abstract
designs on display, you’ll be sure to find a simply
beautiful floor you’ll love for a lifetime.
karndean.com/consumerbrochure
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Floorstyle

Greige Oak VGW110T

Our Floorstyle design tool can help you see your
next floor in your own home. Simply, upload your
own photograph or use your camera on your own
device. Why not explore alternative laying patterns at the
same time?
karndean.com/floorstyle

Blush Oak
VGW107T-SCB

Grey Brushed
Oak SM-VGW120T

Light Distressed
Oak VGW111T

Country Oak
VGW81T-SCB

Follow us on instagram
@karndean_uk

